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JetPhoto.Software.JetPhoto.Studio.Pro.v4.12.Multilingual.Cracked. ios download.The present invention relates to a loading apparatus for an endoscope, an apparatus for supplying and returning liquid, and a suction pump. Many apparatuses for supplying and returning liquid are known, e.g., a suction pump for body cavity operation, a suction pump for nasal operation, and a liquid feeding tube for feeding liquid into and out of a patient's
body, as described in JP-A-2000-166789 and JP-A-2000-230796. These techniques are premised on a suction pump used for an endoscope as a discharge, for the purpose of circulating liquid. This is because an endoscope requires constant clean water to be always ready. One example will be explained. Conventionally, a suction pump of the type similar to that disclosed in the above-mentioned patent document has used a diaphragm for
generating pressure inside a pumping chamber, and the diaphragm has been reciprocated by a motor. This makes the apparatus large and complex. Further, a rubber-made diaphragm cannot be maintained permanently in an expanded state. Thus, the diaphragm is pressed down in a collapsed state at the time of suction, and this makes it necessary to increase a motor drive force to force the diaphragm to expand. However, if the motor
drive force is increased to expand the diaphragm, the motor is increased in size, resulting in a large apparatus. Moreover, the motor is switched on and off frequently to prevent bacteria from entering the motor, and this causes an increase in the number of times the motor is switched on and off. The frequent switching on and off of the motor makes the motor be increased in size. Further, the interior of a suction pump is isolated from the
outside air by the diaphragm, a liquid conveying tube, a liquid return tube, a liquid-vapor transfer tube, and the like. Thus, when a liquid remaining in these members is returned to the suction pump, a liquid back flow tends to occur. Moreover, the liquid returning tube is exposed outside, and this is not desirable for sanitary purposes. If the liquid-vapor transfer tube is used, the liquid-vapor transfer tube is exposed outside, and this is also
not desirable for sanitary purposes./** * This file is copyright 2017 State
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